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Abstract There have been two distinct phases of evolu-

tion of the genetic code: an ancient phase—prior to the

divergence of the three domains of life, during which the

standard genetic code was established—and a modern

phase, in which many alternative codes have arisen in

specific groups of genomes that differ only slightly from

the standard code. Here we discuss the factors that are most

important in these two phases, and we argue that these are

substantially different. In the modern phase, changes are

driven by chance events such as tRNA gene deletions and

codon disappearance events. Selection acts as a barrier to

prevent changes in the code. In contrast, in the ancient

phase, selection for increased diversity of amino acids in

the code can be a driving force for addition of new amino

acids. The pathway of code evolution is constrained by

avoiding disruption of genes that are already encoded by

earlier versions of the code. The current arrangement of the

standard code suggests that it evolved from a four-column

code in which Gly, Ala, Asp, and Val were the earliest

encoded amino acids.

Keywords Genetic code � Origin of life � Evolution �
Codon reassignment � tRNA

Introduction: Two Distinct Phases of Code
Evolution

The standard genetic code (SGC) is shared by the genomes

of almost all bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes. It is

therefore clear that it arose very early in evolution prior to

the divergence of these domains. Although most genomes

use the standard code, many variant codes have been dis-

covered that differ by the reassignment of a small number

of codons. These variant codes have arisen in specific

lineages; thus, it is clear that the variants evolved from the

standard code relatively recently in evolutionary history.

For example, in the roughly half a billion years since the

origin of Metazoans, the mitochondrial codes of verte-

brates, echinoderms, arthropods, and flatworms have all

become different from one another. In contrast, the diver-

gence of prokaryotic lineages probably occurred three

billion years ago or more. This means that the origin of the

standard code is considerably separated in time from the

period in which modern variant codes have diversified.

In this article, we will refer to the phases of code evo-

lution before and after the establishment of the SGC as the

ancient and modern phases of code evolution, respectively.

Table 1 summarizes the factors that influence genetic code

evolution in the two phases. The aim of this article is to

show that the expected pathways by which the code

evolves will be quite different in the two phases.

When studying the modern phase, we have concrete

sequence data for comparative genomics and the nature of

the particular changes that caused codon reassignment

(usually tRNA base modifications or mutations) can be

determined by experimental study of living organisms.

Sengupta et al. (2007) analyzed all known cases of codon

reassignments in mitochondrial genomes and updated

previous surveys of both mitochondrial and other types of
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genomes by Knight et al. (2001) and Swire et al. (2005).

The conclusions of these studies (summarized in Fig. 1 and

Table 2) are that codon reassignments occur frequently in

mitochondria and rarely in other types of genomes. No

reassignments are known in archaea or chloroplasts, and

very few are found in bacteria (despite the thousands of

complete bacterial genomes now available). For the case of

nuclear genomes, the ciliate group in eukaryotes account

for a relatively large number of variant codes, suggesting

something unusual in this group—see also Lozupone et al.

(2001). However, other than this, changes are limited to a

single example in each of fungi, green algae, and

diplomonads. The existence of these variants is proof that

the code is not completely frozen, even in modern organ-

isms, and this makes it clear that changes to the code would

also have been possible in the early stages of evolution,

prior to the last universal common ancestor. However,

modern variant codes differ relatively little from the stan-

dard code, which suggests that there are strong constraints

that limit the possible pathways of code evolution in

modern organisms.

Studying the ancient phase is more speculative, because

it occurred before the diversification of existing organisms.

Therefore, comparative genomics provides no information.

It seems likely that the earliest versions of the code were

much simpler than the current code. Probably, there were

few encoded amino acids with large blocks of codons

assigned to each amino acid. Codon reassignment during

the ancient phase involved the addition of a new amino

acid and the subdivision of a large codon block into two

smaller ones. In contrast, during the modern phase, codons

are reassigned but the same set of 20 amino acids is

retained. Thus one codon block increases in size while

another decreases.

The centrality of mRNA, rRNA, and tRNA to the pro-

cess of translation strongly suggests that the genetic code

arose in an RNA world in which most important processes

in the cell were controlled by RNAs. Although the RNA

World hypothesis is widely accepted (Joyce 2000; Bern-

hardt 2012; Higgs and Lehman 2015), there are also

Table 1 Comparison of factors influencing code evolution in the ancient and modern phases

Ancient phase Modern phase

Type of

reassignment

Large codon blocks are subdivided when a new amino acid is added.

Positive selection on variants with increased repertoire acts as

driving force for reassignment

One codon block expands while another contracts.

No change in repertoire. No driving force for

reassignment

Genome Small RNA genome. Few encoded proteins. Weak stabilizing selection Large DNA genome. Many encoded proteins.

Strong stabilizing selection. (Mitochondrial

genomes are an exception)

Factors initiating

the

reassignment

Evolution of amino acid biosynthesis pathways. Direct association

between RNAs and amino acids. Change in tRNA charging

mechanism

Codon disappearance. Deletion of a tRNA gene.

Anticodon mutation. Change in base modification

in anticodon

Translational

error

High error rate because the translation machinery is newly evolved.

Potentially large cost differences depending on where a new amino

acid is added. Fitness differences between codes are significant

Low error rate because the fidelity of translation has

adapted over billions of years. Usually small cost

differences because reassignments are constrained

to neighboring amino acids. Fitness differences

between codes are not significant

Barrier to

change

Positive barrier if the new amino acid is added randomly, but negative

if it is added to a position occupied by an amino acid with similar

physical properties

Positive barrier because change disrupts already

well-adapted genes

Conclusions The code may adapt by selection of advantageous variants. The code

will evolve via the most likely advantageous pathways

Code evolution occurs via chance events that are

not adaptive. The code will either remain fixed or

follow the least unlikely deleterious pathways
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Fig. 1 Layout of the standard genetic code showing cases of codon

reassignment in modern genomes. Alphabetical labels refer to Table 2
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arguments in favor of proteins coevolving with RNAs from

very early on (Caetano-Anollés and Seufferheld 2013;

Carter 2015; Francis 2015). If protein sequences were

present before the origin of the ribosome and the genetic

code, there must have been a different mechanism of

specifying and synthesizing amino acid sequences, such as

a direct structural interaction of proteins and RNA (Carter

2015) or the mechanism of cosynthesis of proteins and

nucleic acids proposed by Francis (2011). These mecha-

nisms seem speculative, however, and are not yet sup-

ported by experiment. Here, we are discussing the origin of

the genetic code, as it operates with ribosomal protein

synthesis. There must have been long RNAs present by this

stage. There could also have been short peptides and/or

amino acids covalently linked to RNAs (as with tRNAs).

The existence of long proteins encoded by some other

mechanism seems unlikely to us, although if it were the

case, it would make little difference to the discussion of the

evolution of the assignments between codons and amino

acids, which is the main subject of this paper. We also

assume that both RNA and proteins preceded the origin of

DNA. In other words, RNA, not DNA, was still the genetic

medium at the time of the origin of the genetic code. This

is supported by the fact that the key molecules of the

translation system are shared by all forms of life, whereas

the key molecules of DNA replication are not the same in

all domains (Lazcano et al. 1988; Burton and Lehman

2009).

It should be borne in mind that the genomes of ancient

and modern organisms would be qualitatively different.

The early evolution of the code would have begun in

organisms with very few encoded proteins, and the devel-

opment of the code would have proceeded at the same time

as the number of protein coding genes increased and cells

became increasingly reliant on proteins to carry out

important functions. In contrast, the variant codes that

arose in the modern phase evolved in organisms with DNA

genomes that already coded for a large number of proteins.

As the size of the encoded amino acid repertoire increased

during the ancient phase, the fitness of existing proteins

could increase by incorporation of the new amino acid at

certain sites. The range of possible protein functions also

increased. An organism that learned to synthesize proteins

with a greater diversity of amino acids would be at a

tremendous advantage. This is the selective driving force

for code evolution in the ancient phase. However, the

selective advantage of increasing the repertoire of versatile

proteins by increasing the repertoire of amino acids

Table 2 Known cases of codon

reassignment
Case Codon reassignment Location (number of occurrences)

a UUA: Leu ? Stop Mitochondria (1)

b UCA: Ser ? Stop Mitochondria (1)

c UAG: Stop ? Leu Mitochondria (2)

d UAG: Stop ? Ala Mitochondria (1)

e UGA: Stop ? Trp Mitochondria (12), Ciliates (2), Bacteria (3)

f CUN: Leu ? Thr Mitochondria (1)

g CUN: Thr ? Unassigned Mitochondria (1)

h CGN: Arg ? Unassigned Mitochondria (5)

i AUA: Ile ? Met or Unassigned Mitochondria (3)

j AAA: Lys ? Asn Mitochondria (2)

k AAA: Lys ? Unassigned Mitochondria (1)

l AGR: Arg ? Ser Mitochondria (1)

m AGR: Ser ? Stop Mitochondria (1)

n AGR: Ser ? Gly Mitochondria (1)

o UAR: Stop ? Gln Green Algae (1), Ciliates (4), Diplomonads (1)

p UGA: Stop ? Cys Ciliates (1)

q UGA: Stop ? Unassigned Ciliates (2)

r CUG: Leu ? Ser Fungi (1)

s CGG: Arg ? Unassigned Bacteria (1)

t AUA: Ile ? Unassigned Bacteria (1)

u AGA: Arg ? Unassigned Bacteria (1)

Data for mitochondria come from Sengupta et al. (2007). Those for other genomes come from Knight et al.

(2001) plus one recently discovered case (McCutcheon et al. 2009). Occurrence of a reassignment within a

group does not imply that all species in the group are reassigned. Multiple reassignments of the same codon

may occur independently within a group
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encoded by the code is eventually offset by the cost of

reassigning codon(s) from older to newer amino acids. In

the modern phase, reassignment occurs only among the

same set of 20 amino acids, and code evolution is not

characterized by an increase in the repertoire of encoded

amino acids. This suggests that selection also creates bar-

riers to change and this may possibly explain why the

amino acid repertoire of the genetic code stopped at 20.

Gene sequences evolve to code for useful proteins under

the current code of the organism. If the code changes, this

will introduce amino acid substitutions simultaneously into

many gene sequences, and many of these substitutions will

be deleterious. Deleterious changes can only be eliminated

by the gradual occurrence of mutations in the genes. Code

changes can occur more easily in genomes with fewer

encoded proteins because fewer disruptive substitutions are

introduced. The genome of the ancient organisms in which

the code evolved would likely have encoded only a few

proteins initially, which suggests that changes to the code

would have been easier in the ancient phase. This is also

the main reason why, in the modern phase, changes occur

in the small genomes of mitochondria much more easily

than full-size bacterial and eukaryotic nuclear genomes.

These introductory considerations already point to one

of the main conclusions of this paper: during the ancient

phase, positive selection on new code variants can drive the

evolution of the code, whereas in the modern phase,

selection stabilizes the code and acts principally as a bar-

rier that must be overcome in order to produce new code

variants.

Factors Relevant to Codon Reassignment
in the Modern Phase

A codon reassignment occurs when a new tRNA acquires

the ability to decode a previously non-cognate codon and

the original tRNA loses its ability to decode the codon in

question. The gain-loss framework introduced by Sengupta

and Higgs (2005) and illustrated in Fig. 2 is a useful way to

view the possible mechanisms of codon reassignment.

Reassignment involves two independent changes to the

translation machinery. By ‘gain,’ we mean the acquisition

of a new tRNA gene that interacts with the reassigned

codon or the change of an existing tRNA so that it gains the

ability to interact with a codon that it did not previously

translate. This could occur via a mutation in the anticodon

or a change in the nature of the modified bases in the

anticodon. By ‘loss,’ we mean the deletion of a tRNA gene

that formerly interacted with the codon or the loss of

function of a tRNA (via a mutation or modified base

change) such that it can no longer pair with the original

codon.

The most frequent example of codon reassignment

(which occurs many times in independent lineages of

mitochondria and other genomes) is the reassignment of

UGA from Stop to Trp. Here, it is the release factor that

formerly interacted with the Stop codon that is lost, and the

gain is a mutation in the anticodon of the tRNA-Trp. For

organisms using the standard code, the tRNA-Trp anti-

codon is CCA, which interacts with only the UGG Trp

codon. The anticodon mutates to UCA, which interacts

with both UGA and UGG via wobble pairing of the U in

the anticodon. The reassignment of AUA from Ile to Met is

similar. In the standard code, this codon is translated as Ile

by a tRNA with anticodon K2CAU (Muramatsu et al.

1988), where K2C (lysidine) is a modified base that pairs

only with the A at the third codon position. The standard

tRNA-Met has anticodon CAU, which pairs with the single

AUG Met codon. When the code changes, the anticodon

either mutates to UAU or becomes modified to f5CAU,

both of which are able to pair with the AUA codon and

well as AUG (Tomita et al. 1999a). The structural basis of

such changes are beginning to be understood (Demeshkina

et al. 2012; Voorhees et al. 2013; Cantara et al. 2013). The

changes corresponding to the gain and loss events are

known in a large number of other cases too (Sengupta et al.

2007); thus, the biochemical details responsible for codon

reassignments in the modern phase are fairly well

understood.

However, in order to understand the mechanism of

codon reassignment in an evolutionary sense, we need to

explain how the changes in the tRNAs became fixed in the

population. Figure 2a summarizes the possible routes for

codon reassignment within the gain-loss framework. If the

gain occurs before the loss, the codon will be translated

ambiguously because there will be two different tRNAs

that translate the same codon. We refer to this as the

ambiguous intermediate (AI) mechanism, following

Schultz and Yarus (1994, 1996). Alternatively, if the loss

occurs before the gain, the codon will become unassigned

because there is no tRNA that interacts well with that

codon. We refer to this as the unassigned codon (UC)

mechanism (Sengupta and Higgs 2005). Once both gain

and loss have occurred, we have a ‘‘new code but old

sequences,’’ as shown in Fig. 2a. The codon will be used in

positions where the old amino acid was preferred. In order

to for the sequences to adapt to the new code, it is neces-

sary for the codon to be eliminated from these positions

and to be introduced in positions where the new amino acid

is preferred. This requires many mutations in coding

sequences.

Figure 2b gives a schematic picture of the selective

costs associated with these steps of codon reassignment.

Moving up the diagram corresponds to a decrease in fit-

ness. This emphasizes that there is a selective barrier to be
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overcome between the old and new codes. In the AI

mechanism, an ambiguous codon will usually be disad-

vantageous because the codon will be mistranslated part of

the time. Similarly, in the UC mechanism, an unassigned

codon will be disadvantageous due to the absence of any

cognate tRNA that can efficiently translate the codon. If

there were only one tRNA that interacted with the codon,

loss of this tRNA gene would be lethal and reassignments

involving this loss would not occur. However, if there is

another tRNA that interacts to a limited extent with the

codon, then the primary tRNA for the codon can be deleted

without killing the organism. However, the loss is still

disadvantageous because the codon can now be translated

only inefficiently by a tRNA that does not pair well with

this codon. Specific examples of this were discussed by

Sengupta et al. (2007).

Once we reach the ‘‘new code, old sequences’’ stage,

there is still a selective disadvantage because the codon is

used in places where the old amino acid is preferred.

However, in some cases, the disadvantage may be less for

an individual in which both gain and loss events have

occurred than for individuals characterized by only the gain

or loss event, i.e., a subsequent gain (or loss) event heavily

compensates for the cost in fitness due to a prior loss (or

gain) event. The gain and loss can therefore spread through

the population together and the new code can get fixed in

the population even without the fixation of the intermediate

AI or UC stages. We termed this the compensatory change

(CC) mechanism (Sengupta and Higgs 2005) because it is

similar to the spread of pairs of compensatory mutations,

for example, in the helical regions of RNA secondary

structures—see Higgs (1998). Although the CC mechanism

is distinct from AI and UC mechanisms during the time in

which it is occurring, with available genomic sequence

data, it is not always possible to distinguish after the fact

whether a codon reassignment occurred via the AI/UC or

the CC mechanism.

After both gain and loss have occurred, the genome

sequence of the organism can begin to adapt to the new

code by making mutations in its coding sequences where

necessary, so that the codon is now used in positions where

the new amino acid is preferred. At this point the new

genetic code is well established. The new code has no

ambiguities or unassigned codons, and it still encodes the

same set of 20 amino acids as the old code. Its fitness

should therefore be very similar to the fitness of the initial

code. It is possible that there is a small selective difference

between the new code and the initial code due to the

presence of translational errors, which could either be

slightly more or slightly less deleterious according to the

assignment of amino acids to codons. There is a large lit-

erature discussing the selective costs of translational errors

in alternative genetic codes (Freeland and Hurst 1998; Gilis

et al. 2001; Freeland et al. 2003; Goodarzi et al. 2004,

Selective 
cost 

(reduction 
in fitness)

1. Initial 
code 4. New Code is 

established

2. Gain 
or loss

3. Gain and loss

Small difference between 
initial and final codes

Large selective barrier to 
reassignment

2. Ambiguous 
codon.

1. Initial 
Code

2. Unassigned 
codon.

3. New Code. 
Old Sequences

4. New Code is 
established

Codon reappears 
in new positionsCodon 

disappears

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 a Evolutionary

pathways of codon

reassignment in the modern

phase via the gain-loss process.

b Selective cost involved in the

various stages of the codon

reassignment process in the

modern phase
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2005). We will discuss this below, since this is important to

the evolution of the code in the ancient phase. In our

opinion, however, the small selective differences between

codes that might arise from translational errors are not the

drivers of code evolution in the modern phase. In the

modern phase, it is the large selective barrier that arises

when a gain or loss event occurs that is relevant, not the

possible small selective advantage that could exist when

the whole process is over.

Another possible mechanism of codon reassignment

within the gain–loss framework is the codon disappearance

(CD) mechanism, originally proposed by Osawa and Jukes

(1989). They recognized that the selective barrier that we

emphasized above could be bypassed if the codon disap-

pears from the genome before changes occur to the tRNAs.

The gain and loss events are then neutral at the time when

they occur. After the codon is reassigned, it can reappear

with a new meaning in different positions in the gene

sequences. The CD mechanism is facilitated by mutation

biases, which lead to replacement of a codon by a syn-

onymous one. For example, the UGA stop codon tends to

mutate to the UAA stop codon in mitochondrial genomes

where the mutational bias favors A and U over C and G. As

the number of stop codons is small in mitochondrial gen-

omes with few genes, the number of mutations that need to

occur in order for a stop codon to disappear is small.

Sengupta et al. (2007) gave evidence that the CD mecha-

nism is the most likely explanation of the reassignment of

UGA from stop to Trp, and of several other reassignments

involving stop codons.

On the other hand, even in a small mitochondrial gen-

ome, many sense codons occur hundreds of times. Swire

et al. (2005) concluded that it was extremely unlikely that

codon disappearance explains the reassignment of a sense

codon from one amino acid to another. Sengupta et al.

(2007) reached the same conclusion, although they did find

two examples of sense codon disappearance in mitochon-

drial genomes. Both these cases were in yeast mitochon-

dria, where the AU mutational bias is exceptionally strong.

Apart from these two cases, the chances of codon disap-

pearance were so remote that it seemed virtually certain

that the reassignment had occurred while the codon was

present in the genome. It is therefore necessary to consider

the other three mechanisms.

Sengupta et al. (2007) gave several examples where

there is good evidence for either the UC or the AI mech-

anism. A good candidate for the UC mechanism is the

reassignment of AUA from Ile to Met. It is most likely that

the reassignment of AUA is initiated by the deletion of the

tRNA-Ile with the K2C modification (see above). A good

candidate for the AI mechanism is the reassignment of

AAA from Lys to Asn, which also occurs in some mito-

chondria. The tRNA-Asn in bacteria has a G at the wobble

position, which is modified to queuosine (Q). The Q

modification appears to limit the pairing of this tRNA to

the Asn codons AAU and AAC codons. It is likely that if

the G remains unmodified, this tRNA can also translate

AAA. Changing of the modification is a gain of function

because it allows pairing with a new codon. The loss in this

case is the mutation of wobble position of the tRNA-Lys

from U to C, so that it only pairs with AAG (Castresana

et al. 1998; Tomita et al. 1999b; Yokobori et al. 2001). A

further interesting example is the pair of AGR codons,

which code for Arg in the standard code and are reassigned

in several different ways in mitochondria. The primary

factor than initiates the reassignment appears to be the

deletion of the tRNA-Arg from the genome. The AGR

codons are subsequently translated as Ser, Gly, or Stop

codons in different groups of organisms (Sengupta et al.

2007).

In general, a majority of the sense to sense codon

reassignments are between amino acids lying in the same

column of the genetic code. Such reassignments require

only modifications in the anticodon of one tRNA (gain)

together with the loss of functionality of the original tRNA.

However, there exist a few examples of sense to sense

codon reassignments, such as CUN:Leu to Thr and CUU,

CUA: Thr to Ala (Osawa et al. 1990; Su et al. 2011; Ling

et al. 2014), where the reassigned amino acid is in a dif-

ferent column of the code relative to the original assign-

ment. Such reassignments typically require tRNA

duplication followed by modifications in the tRNA identity

elements that lead to changes in charging specificity. This

allows the duplicated tRNA to be charged with the new

amino acid thereby completing the reassignment process.

The multi-step nature of the process makes such cross

column reassignments quite rare. Nevertheless, such

changes in the tRNA are usually preceded by the disap-

pearance of the reassigned codons. A counter-example to

this rule also provides the primary evidence of ambiguous

decoding of a codon has been found in Candida spp. where

the CUG codon is reassigned from Leu to Ser (Massey

et al. 2003; Santos et al. 2004). A double mutation in the

anticodon of the tRNA-Ser from CGA to CAG enables it to

decode a CUG codon, originally associated with Leucine,

without any change in charging specificity of tRNA-Ser.

From our survey of the large number of reassignments

that occur in mitochondria, we concluded that these are

initiated by chance events—disappearance of codons,

deletion or duplications of tRNAs, mutations of anticodons,

or changes in base modifications. Such events are expected

to be rare and hence codon reassignments are expected to

be observed more frequently in genomes which have a higher

mutation rate than normal. The mutation rate of animal

mitochondrial genomes is almost two orders of magnitude

larger than the mutation rates in plant mitochondrial
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genomes (Lynch et al. 2006). It is therefore interesting to

note that very few code changes are observed in plant

mitochondrial genomes (Knight et al. 2001; Sengupta et al.

2007) and of these, none are in land plants.

The main point of this section is that there is a selective

barrier to reassigning codons in the modern phase of code

evolution. Therefore, the codon reassignments we see in

the modern phase are the ones for which the changes

causing the gain and loss occur most frequently and the

ones for which the deleterious effect in the intermediate

stage is smallest. In the specific case of the CD mechanism,

while there is no selective barrier, there is still probabilistic

barrier, in the sense that many occurrences of the same

codon have to disappear at the same time. The changes

occurring in the code, regardless of the mechanism, are all

unlikely events and we see the changes that are least

unlikely.

Factors Relevant to Codon Reassignment
in the Ancient Phase

As mentioned in the introduction and in Table 1, the fac-

tors that are most important for genetic code evolution in

the ancient phase are rather different from those in the

modern phase. Whereas the modern phase involves reas-

signment of small numbers of codons without changing the

set of 20 amino acids that is encoded, the ancient phase

involves the addition of new amino acids to the code until

the standard code with 20 amino acids is reached. It is

therefore important to consider the order of addition of

amino acids to the code.

It seems highly likely that the first amino acids were

those that were simplest to form by non-biological chem-

istry. Of the 20 amino acids in the standard code, 10 are

formed in appreciable quantities in experiments on spark

discharge in a mixture of atmospheric gases (Miller et al.

1976; Miller and Cleaves 2007). The amino acids that are

found in carbonaceous chondrite meteorites are very sim-

ilar to these (Higgs and Pudritz 2007, 2009; Cobb and

Pudritz 2014). We recently surveyed many experiments

related to prebiotic chemistry in which amino acid syn-

thesis occurred and used these to construct a ranking based

on relative concentrations (Higgs and Pudritz 2009). The

top 10 amino acids are Gly, Ala, Asp, Glu, Val, Ser, Ile,

Leu, Pro, and Thr. We refer to these as early amino acids,

because we presume that these were present in the envi-

ronment at the time the code evolved, and they were

available to be used in the earliest proteins. We also

showed that the rank order of these early amino acids is

strongly correlated with the free energy of synthesis of

these molecules, which was calculated previously by

Amend and Shock (1998). More detailed comparisons of

meteorites shows that the relative proportions of these

amino acids varies significantly with the degree of aqueous

alteration that has occurred in the meteorite (Cobb and

Pudritz 2014). However, the main point is that the amino

acids that are thermodynamically least costly to form are

those that are most likely to form in prebiotic conditions.

The remaining 10 biological amino acids occur very

infrequently or never in the data that we used. We refer to

these as late amino acids, because we presume that they

were not easy to form by prebiotic chemistry and they only

arose after biosynthetic pathways evolved to synthesize

them inside organisms. Trifonov (2004) also compiled a

ranking of amino acids using both experimental observa-

tions and a wide range of other criteria that had been

proposed by other authors. Trifonov’s ranking is Gly, Ala,

Asp, Val, Pro, Ser, Glu (Leu, Thr), Arg, (Ile, Gln, Asn),

His, Lys, Cys, Phe, Tyr, Met, and Trp, where parentheses

indicates groups of equal rank. This is similar to that of

Higgs and Pudritz (2007, 2009) for the early amino acids

and also makes some predictions about the relative order in

the late amino acids. Wong (2014) also emphasizes that

there is a convergence between the amino acids formed in

chemical experiments, those found in meteorites, and those

expected from the coevolution theory of the genetic code

(Wong 2005), which will be discussed below. All these

results show that there is a reasonable consensus on which

amino acids form most easily.

Biosynthetic pathways for amino acid synthesis are a

key aspect of the coevolution theory of the genetic code

(Wong 1975, 2005; Di Giulio 2008). The main point is that

if an amino acid is synthesized from a precursor amino

acid, then the precursor must be added to the code prior to

the product. Although this is a reasonable assumption in

general, it is only a logical necessity for amino acids that

were not available in the environment of the early cells.

The simplest amino acids, biosynthetically, are Gly, Ser,

Ala, Val, Asp, and Glu. These amino acids are synthesized

in modern organisms via pathways with few steps that

derive from the central metabolic pathways of glycolysis

and the citric acid cycle. Di Giulio (2008) has argued that

these pathways existed in the organisms in which the code

arose, and therefore that biosynthetic pathways also

determine the first amino acids included in the code. It

should be remembered; however, that the code probably

arose in an RNA based organism, and we do not know

whether the same metabolic pathways existed in the RNA

world. Nevertheless, these 6 amino acids are also the top 6

in our ranking of early amino acids based on prebiotic

chemistry. On reflection, this may not be surprising. The

simplest, least thermodynamically costly amino acids that

form most readily by chemical synthesis are also the ones

that are simplest and least costly to form inside cells. Thus,

irrespective of whether the organisms were autotrophic or
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heterotrophic with respect to amino acid synthesis, we may

still conclude that these amino acids were early.

Another central point of the coevolution theory is that

product amino acids take over codons that were previously

assigned to their precursors. This means that precursor

product pairs will tend to be found on neighboring codon

blocks. Using statistical arguments, it has been claimed that

the standard code is such that the number of precursor

product pairs on neighboring codons is larger than expec-

ted (Wong 1975, 2005). Details of the statistical signifi-

cance of this have subsequently been debated (Ronneberg

et al. 2000; Di Gulio 2001). A related point is that certain

steps of amino acid biosynthesis occur while the amino

acids are attached to tRNAs (Ibba et al. 1997, 2000;

Tumbula et al. 2000; Di Giulio 2002). This applies to the

synthesis of Asn from Asp and Gln from Glu. In each case,

a tRNA is charged with the precursor amino acid and the

precursor to product reaction (changing an acid to an amine

group) occurs after this. If this process arose in very early

organisms, then it suggests an obvious mechanism by

which the product amino acids (Asn and Gln) could take

over codons that were previously assigned to their pre-

cursors (Asp and Glu). If all the amino acid synthesis

pathways occurred this way when they first evolved, then it

is a strong argument that product amino acids take over the

codons of their precursors. Using this logic, Di Giulio and

Medugno (1999) proposed a specific arrangement of codon

assignments for the earliest code and deduced a series of

steps by which the code could evolve to the standard code

by sequential addition of amino acids. Amino acid syn-

thesis on a tRNA may also be relevant for the pairs Met/

fMet and Ser/Cys, as discussed by Di Giulio (2008).

However, the other standard biological amino acids are not

normally synthesized in this way in modern organisms.

Several caveats regarding this idea have been given by

Higgs (2009) and replied to by Di Giulio in comments on

that paper.

At this point, we note that amino acid synthesis on

tRNAs is relevant to the exceptional cases of the 21st

(Selenocysteine) and 22nd (Pyrrolysine) naturally encoded

amino acids. These were added to the code via the reas-

signment of the opal (UGA) and amber (UAG) codons.

Both these amino acids possess their own tRNA’s and

amino acyl tRNA synthetases but the recoding of UGA and

UAG follows distinct molecular mechanisms. Intriguingly,

Selenocysteine (Sec) synthesis occurs on a tRNA (Shep-

pard et al. 2008) having a UCA anticodon that is first

charged with Ser and subsequently converted to Sec. Sec

insertion at UGA relies on the structure of a genomic

segment (the SECIS element) whose location downstream

to the UGA codon varies across prokaryotes and eukary-

otes. In the absence of the SECIS element, UGA is rec-

ognized as a translation termination signal. A rare case of

ambiguous decoding of the UGA codon either as Cys or

Sec in the ciliate Euplotes crassus has been reported (Tu-

ranov et al. 2009). Pyrrolysine (Pyl) is found in methy-

lamine methyltransferase genes of methanogenic archaea

and bacteria that utilize Pyl for methane metabolism. The

tRNA-Pyl has the anticodon CUA and competes for

recognition of UAG with the release factor. It has been

argued (Kavran et al. 2007; Sheppard et al. 2008) that Sec

and Pyl were inserted into the code before the last universal

common ancestor, i.e., at the end of the ancient phase of

code evolution. However, these changes did not spread

through the majority of organisms.

In order to add a new amino acid to the code in the

ancient phase, the charging process of the tRNA has to

change. Due to wobble pairing at the third codon position,

most tRNAs pair with two codons. Roughly 32 tRNAs are

therefore needed to translate the full 64 codons (ignoring

complications such as start and stop codons). Details on

codon-anticodon pairing and the consequences that this has

for codon usage frequencies and translational selection can

be found in Grosjean et al. (2010) and Ran and Higgs

(2010). Most bacteria possess tRNAs with at least 32 dis-

tinct anticodons, although this number can be slightly

smaller in cases where a tRNA is able to pair with all four

codons in a four-codon family. This exception has become

the rule in mitochondria, where there is usually only one

tRNA for a four-codon family and the typical number of

required tRNAs is reduced to 22 (Jia and Higgs 2008). If

wobble pairing in the ancient phase worked in a similar

way to that of modern bacteria, then roughly 32 tRNAs

would have been required for efficient translation of the

full code, even if only a small number of amino acids were

encoded initially. There would thus have been a larger

number of distinct tRNAs charged with the same amino

acid than in modern organisms. Adding a new amino acid

to the code involves changing the charging of a subset of

the tRNAs assigned to one amino acid. Making a bio-

chemical change to the amino acid that is already charged,

as in the Asn and Gln cases discussed above, is one way of

doing this. Alternatively there must be a change to the

synthetase that carries out tRNA charging. In the RNA

world, modern amino acyl-tRNA synthetases could not

have existed, and presumably charging was controlled by

ribozymes. Another issue relevant at this point is the so-

called stereochemical theory, which argues that there were

direct interactions between nucleotide triplets and specific

amino acids (Jukes 1973; Knight and Landweber 2000;

Yarus 2000). If this were the case, it would go some way to

explaining why particular amino acids became associated

with tRNAs with particular anticodons.

Adding an amino acid to the code requires making an

association between an amino acid and a tRNA for a par-

ticular codon block. However, for a new variant code to
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become established, it has to spread and become fixed in

the population. This depends on the selective properties of

the code. The key observation that suggests natural selec-

tion is important in the ancient phase of code evolution is

that the SGC is highly unusual with respect to random

codes, and apparently minimizes the effects of translational

error and deleterious mutations (Freeland et al. 2003). In

the following section, we turn to the question of how the

arrangement of amino acids in the SGC came to be in this

statistically unusual configuration.

Selective Differences and Selective Barriers
Between Codes

Statistical studies have shown that the effects of deleterious

mutations and translational error are lower in the standard

genetic code than in almost all rearranged codes using the

same set of 20 amino acids (Freeland and Hurst 1998; Gilis

et al. 2001; Goodarzi et al. 2004, 2005; Novozhilov and

Koonin 2009). In these studies, a matrix of costs g(a, b) is

defined that represents the penalty for inserting amino acid

b at a site in a protein where amino acid a is optimal. A

genetic code is defined by its set of assignments between

codons and amino acids—let ai be the amino acid assigned

to codon i. A translational error can occur if a tRNA for

codon j accidentally pairs with codon i. The cost of this

error is g(ai, aj). A code cost function U is defined, which

measures the mean value of g(ai, aj), averaged over all

pairs of codons i and j, and weighted by the frequency with

which the error is likely to occur. It is usually assumed that

only single-position errors occur at an appreciable rate. We

will refer to codons that differ at a single position as

neighboring codons. The value of U depends on which

amino acids are assigned to neighboring codons. U is cal-

culated for the standard code, and for large numbers of

randomly reshuffled codes. The fraction of random codes

which have a smaller U than the real code is small—for

example, one in a million, according to Freeland and Hurst

(1998). This figure depends on the details of the cost

function and the set of random codes that is considered.

Nevertheless, several authors have confirmed that it is

small (Gilis et al. 2001; Goodarzi et al. 2004, 2005).

Hence, the result that the real code is highly non-random

appears to be robust, and it strongly suggests that selection

has played an important role during the evolution of the

code in the ancient phase.

Above, we pointed out that there is usually a selective

barrier to codon reassignment because, immediately after a

codon is reassigned, it will be found in the wrong place in

gene sequences, i.e., the codon will be found where the old

amino acid was preferred. It will take some time until the

codon is eliminated from those places and reappears in

places where the new amino acid is preferred. After this

process is complete, the encoded gene sequences will once

again be adapted to the code. When different codes are

compared using the cost functions described here, it is

assumed that this adaptation has occurred, i.e., the cost

function measures the selective difference between two

well-adapted codes, but does not measure the selective

barrier between codes. If the two codes both include the

full set of 20 amino acids, the differences in the cost

function between the codes are functions of the frequency

of translational errors, and the cost difference would be

zero if there were zero rate of translational errors. For

reassignments of a single codon (or a small codon block)

occurring in the modern phase, the differences in cost

functions between the codes before and after the reas-

signment will be very small, because the differences in

codon positions are small, and because the error rate is also

rather very small. The barrier to selection occurring

between these codes will be much larger than the selective

difference between two well-adapted very similar codes.

Hence, we argued above that, in the modern phase, codon

reassignments are not driven by the small selective dif-

ferences that might exist between codes, they are driven by

random events such as changes in tRNAs and codon dis-

appearance, and the rate at which they occur is controlled

by how difficult it is to cross the selective barrier between

the codes. In contrast, in the ancient phase, we need to

think of possible codes that might be extremely different

from current ones and will thus differ much more in their

cost functions. The studies on the cost functions of dif-

ferent codes are much more relevant to the ancient phase of

code evolution than they are to the modern phase.

In the ancient phase, we are presuming that a relatively

small number of amino acids were initially encoded and

that each of these would be encoded by a large number of

codons. New amino acids were gradually added by subdi-

vision of larger codon blocks into smaller ones. An alter-

native to this is that there were a large number unassigned

or stop codons initially, and that new amino acids were

added by taking over stop codons. We will proceed to

discuss the idea of subdivision of codon blocks and will

return to consider stop codon takeover at the end of this

section. The protein sequences encoded in the genome at

each step of code evolution must have been useful to the

organism. An increasingly diverse and more highly func-

tional set of proteins could be encoded as the repertoire of

amino acids in the code increased. The existence of genes

written in the operational code at any stage of code evo-

lution places constraints on the way the code can subse-

quently evolve. This idea is termed code-message

coevolution (Ardell and Sella 2001; Sella and Ardell 2002).

If a block of codons is reassigned to a new amino acid, this

changes the sequence of all the proteins that use this codon.
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The evolution of the code is therefore likely to proceed in a

way that is minimally disruptive to the function of cur-

rently encoded proteins.

Higgs (2009) considered the possible pathways of amino

acid addition to the code. A likely early step in code

evolution would be a four-column code in which all codons

with the same middle base code for the same amino acid. If

the first four amino acids assigned to the four columns were

Gly, Ala, Asp, and Val, as seems likely from the discussion

of early and late amino acids given above, this gives the

four-column code shown in Fig. 3. We can consider adding

a new amino acid by reassigning a block of codons such as

the CUN block shown. The modified cost function used in

by Higgs (2009) accounts for this selective advantage of

adding the new amino acid in addition to the cost of

translational error. Codes with different numbers of amino

acids differ in their cost function principally because of the

different amino acids encoded. This difference would still

exist, even if the error rate were zero (whereas the differ-

ence in cost of two codes with the same set of amino acids

would be zero if the error rate were zero). This shows that

selection can be a driving force of code evolution in the

ancient phase, because there is something to be gained by

adding a new amino acid, whereas in the modern phase,

there is almost nothing to be gained by reassigning a codon

while keeping the same set of 20 amino acids.

Figure 4 shows the steps in addition of a new amino acid

to the code. If the diversity of amino acids in the current

code is low, there are many different choices of additional

amino acid that that could improve the diversity of the

protein functions that can be encoded. By the time the new

code is established, there is a significant advantage of the

new code relative to the old one, in contrast to the small

selective difference between initial and final codes in the

modern case (Fig. 2). However, the ease with which a new

amino acid can be incorporated depends on the selective

barrier between codes rather than the difference between

the well-adapted codes before and after addition. Consider

the CUN block, assuming that is was initially Val, as in

Fig. 3. In the standard code, CUN encodes Leu. If this

block were reassigned to Leu, these codons will occur at

positions where Val was previously the preferred amino

acid from the four in the initial code. Leu is a hydrophobic

amino acid with similar physico-chemical properties to Val

(see discussion of amino acid property differences in Higgs

2009). Therefore changing from Val to Leu is likely to be

only slightly disruptive, in which case there is only a small

selective barrier for addition of Leu. There might also be

sites in the encoded proteins where Val was the best

available amino acid in the four amino acid code, but the

incorporation of Leu instead of Val would be an

improvement in protein function. If the number of these

sites is large enough, then there is an advantage to

changing the code, even before the positions of the codons

have adjusted to the new code. This corresponds to a

‘‘negative barrier’’ (fitness increase) in the intermediate

stage of Fig. 4. Thus we conclude that it is easy to add Leu

to a codon block that was previously encoded by Val. On

the other hand, suppose we add a charged amino acid like

Glu. Replacing Val by Glu will be disruptive to protein

function because these amino acids have very different

properties. Hence there will be a large selective barrier to

adding Glu in the CUN block. On the other hand, if Glu is

added to a codon block previously encoded by Asp (an-

other charged amino acid with similar properties to Glu),

then the selective barrier will be low or negative.

In this way, it is possible to predict which new amino

acids are most likely to be added to the code. The result is

that it is easiest to add amino acids into positions that were

previously occupied by earlier amino acids with similar

properties. This process can continue until the diversity of

amino acids encoded is quite large, and the selective

advantage of adding additional ones becomes too small.

One of the main features of the standard genetic code

(Fig. 1) is that amino acids in the same column of the code

(same middle codon base) have similar properties. For

example, the hydrophobic amino acids (Phe, Leu, Ile, Val,

and Met) are all in column 1, and the polar amino acids

(Asp, Glu, Asn, Gln, and His) are all in column 3. Using

quantitative measures of amino acid property differences,

Higgs (2009) has shown that the genetic code is likely to

have evolved from a four-column code with a single amino

acid in each column to the standard code with groups of

similar amino acids in each column. As a result of this

process, the standard code ends up with similar amino acids

on neighboring codons, and the cost functions that measure
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A
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U
C
A
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Fig. 3 Reassignment of the CUN block in the 4-column code from

Val to another amino acid
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the effects of translational errors are minimized with

respect to randomly reshuffled codes. In this theory, min-

imization of the cost of translational error arises as a by-

product of the pathway of addition of amino acids to the

code. Selection chooses the pathway of code evolution that

minimizes the disruption to existing genes, and this hap-

pens to also minimize the cost of translational error.

Our argument above that there may sometimes be a

selective advantage for adding an amino acid (as in

Fig. 4b) is intended to apply only to the addition of an

amino acid that was not previously in the code. For reas-

signments via the AI mechanism in the modern phase, we

assumed that there was a selective barrier (as in Fig. 2b)

because ambiguous codons are deleterious. We note,

however, that Bender et al. (2008) have argued that the

AUA: Ile to Met reassignment in animals is adaptive

because it leads to accumulation of methionine in the inner

membrane of animal mitochondria, which could be bene-

ficial to cells because of the anti-oxidant and cytoprotective

properties of methionine. They argue that this reassignment

occurred via the AI mechanism. However, there is strong

evidence (Sengupta et al. 2007) that AUA reassignment in

both Metazoans and Fungi was initiated by the loss of the

special tRNA-Ile used to decode AUA. Hence the reas-

signment mechanism responsible is UC and not AI. In our

opinion, the beneficial consequence of AUA reassignment

discussed by Bender et al. may have arisen subsequently

instead of being the adaptive driving force behind AUA

reassignment.

Novozhilov and Koonin (2009) also used the code cost

function with certain constraints to show that a code which

distributes the ten earliest amino acids among the 16 codon

blocks in a manner that is consistent with the standard

genetic code is also the most optimal. Most studies that

have attempted to explain the optimality of the SGC have

been based on infinite population models of code evolution.

In such models, code cost is the sole determinant in the

fixation of a code with the most optimal (lowest cost) code

guaranteed to be fixed in the population. Recently, the

physico-chemical hypothesis was revisited using a more

realistic finite population mode of code-sequence coevo-

lution (Bandhu et al. 2013). It was shown that selection to

minimize the cost of translational and mutational errors

cannot explain the structure of standard code if the pool of

competing codes has similar levels of physico-chemical

optimization (code cost). In a finite population, many codes

having similar cost can get fixed in the population with

significant probability. However, if an optimized code

competes with a pool of randomly generated codes having

significantly lower cost, it is easily able to out-compete

those codes and get fixed with a significantly higher

probability than any of the randomized code competitors.

These results suggest that selection for a physico-chemi-

cally optimized code cannot be the sole explanation for the

structure of the standard code. Other forces like population

size, pool of competing codes, and even the rates of hori-

zontal transfer of genetic elements (Vetsigian et al. 2006;

Sengupta et al. 2014), all falling under the broad category

Selective 
cost 

(reduction 
in fitness)

1. Initial 
code

3. New Code is 
established

Large selective 
advantage to final code

Either a small selective 
barrier or a selective 

advantage

1. Initial 
Code

2. New Code. 
Old Sequences

3. New Code is 
established

(a)

(b)
2. New Code. 

Old Sequences

Fig. 4 a Evolutionary

pathways of codon

reassignment in the ancient

phase. b Selective cost involved

in the various stages of the

codon reassignment process in

the ancient phase. There is a

significant selective advantage

for replacing an old amino acid

by a new (previously

unencoded) one
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of historical contingencies may have played an important

role in the emergence of the standard code.

The discussion above assumes that new amino acids

were added to the code by reassigning codons, and that

large codon blocks were subdivided into smaller ones. In

this picture there would be few, if any stop codons. Pos-

sibly translation terminated by a simpler mechanism that

did not require specific proteins to act as release factors—

for example, termination could simply occur at the end of

an mRNA strand. An important alternative to this is the

idea that, at the stage when few amino acids were encoded,

there were large numbers of unassigned codons. These may

have acted as stops, or they may simply have been non-

functional. Addition of a new amino acid would then

require takeover of unassigned codons rather than subdi-

vision of an existing block (Lehman and Jukes 1988; van

der Gulik and Hoff 2011). Francis (2013) has given a

detailed theory that shows how the code could have built

up in this way, starting from a situation in which GNC

codons coded for Val, Ala, Asp, and Gly—the same four

early amino acids that we considered above. In this sce-

nario, it is expected that new amino acids with similar

properties to existing ones will take over unassigned

codons that are a single mutation away from the codons

that are already assigned. As a result, the assignments tend

to spread mostly up the columns, and the final code is

expected to have similarities of amino acids in the col-

umns. This argument leads to very similar conclusions to

that of Higgs (2009), but the mechanism is slightly dif-

ferent. In both cases, the constraints imposed by the early

code are important, and the apparent optimization of the

code arises as a bi-product of the way selection acts at the

time amino acids are added. Francis (2013) has also given

detailed arguments as to why addition of specific amino

acids might be advantageous biochemically. For example,

Ile and Leu were an improvement over Val for stabilization

of the hydrophobic cores of globular proteins, and Ser and

Thr were an improvement in binding to anions and cations

relative to Gly and Ala. These arguments are useful, and

we note that they apply equally well to the case of subdi-

vision/reassignment and the case of stop codon takeover. It

should be remembered that, however, useful the new amino

acid is in general and, however, similar it is to the old one,

the mutation of an amino acid at one point in a given

protein could be either advantageous or deleterious,

depending on the specific structure and function of the

protein. In the subdivision/reassignment picture, there will

always be some places where reassignment is disadvanta-

geous, and these are included in the calculation of the

selective barrier (Higgs 2009). In the stop codon takeover

model (Francis 2013), this is less of a problem, because

mutations to the newly assigned codons can be tried out

one at a time and selection will act for or against them

individually. The corresponding problem with the stop

codon takeover model is that there will many mutations to

unassigned codons that will either cause ribosome hang-up

or unexpected termination. In such a situation, it would be

advantageous to quickly assign all the codons to the earliest

amino acids.

With the exception of Selenocysteine and Pyrrolysine

discussed above, which occur only rarely and did not

become part of the SGC, the processes of addition of new

amino acids to the code seems to have stopped once the

standard set of 20 was reached. Nevertheless, there are

many additional amino acids that are not in the standard set

of 20 included in the SGC. In many cases, these have

similar physico-chemical properties to the biological ones

(Lu and Freeland 2006; Philip and Freeland 2011). It would

appear that the 20 amino acids encoded in the standard

code are sufficient to cover the range of physico-chemical

properties of amino acids required in proteins in most

cases, and hence there was too little further selective

advantage to cause further change of the code. However,

specific reasons have been given why some of the bio-

logical amino acids are preferable to some of the possible

alternatives (Weber and Miller 1981; Cleaves 2010).

Conclusions

Code evolution in the ancient and modern phases follows

different evolutionary pathways and is subject to distinct

selective pressures. In the ancient phase characterized by

organisms with small genomes and error-prone translation

machinery, there is positive selection to increase the

repertoire of amino acids encoded in order to synthesize

functionally diverse proteins. Evolution of biosynthetic

pathways as well as horizontal transfer of genetic elements,

including components of the translation machinery, may

have played a significant role in shaping the structure of the

SGC. In contrast, the modern phase characterized by large

genomes (with the exception of mitochondrial genomes),

well-adapted genes, and high fidelity of translation makes it

much less likely for codon reassignments to be adaptive. In

this phase, the appearance of variant codes is driven by

factors like codon disappearance, gain and loss of cognate

tRNAs associated with the codon to be reassigned.

In the modern phase, it is often difficult to determine the

precise evolutionary pathway that eventually leads to the

codon reassignment event based on sequence data only.

This is because information about ancestral species in

which the transient intermediate stages (AI or UC) of

codon reassignment are observed is unavailable in almost

all cases with a few exceptions (Suzuki et al. 1997; Massey

et al. 2003). However, the in vitro methods recently

developed (Pape et al. 1999; Gromadski and Rodnina 2004;
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Gromadski et al. 2006; Cochella et al. 2007, Zaher and

Green 2009a, b) to study the accuracy of the translation

process can be easily adapted to test the viability of the AI

and UC mechanisms. The answers are likely to depend on

the codon being reassigned and the manner in which

tRNAs involved in the decoding process during the tran-

sient intermediate phase interact with the ribosome.

Understanding the evolutionary and structural basis of

codon reassignments has profound consequences for syn-

thetic biology. Such knowledge will make it possible to

develop synthetic organisms with new functions that rely

on recoding of the genetic code carried out by manipulating

the association between codon(s) and amino acids. The

genetic code can also be expanded by reengineering tRNAs

and aaRS’ to insert synthetic amino acids. The first steps in

this direction has already been taken (Lajoie et al. 2013;

Rovner et al. 2015), and it is expected that this line of

research will open up a brave new world of genetic code

engineering.
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